


➤ Founded in 2012 by three augmented reality 
and mobile industry veterans 

➤ Focusing solely on enterprise AR solutions

➤ Based on scientific research done by the 
founders during the past 15 years

➤ Headquartered in Oulu, Finland; presence in 
Taiwan and Japan

➤ Holding core patents on the field

➤ Backed by venture capital funding

Company Facts



We create intuitive and configurable smartglasses
applications that improve your bottom line



We bridge workers with 
their digital environment





Easy-to-deploy kit for remote collaboration

Live video and audio calls with smartglasses users

Enhanced visibility with streaming cameras

IoT sensors for observing factory conditions

A single UI with all the information for remote experts



No traveling; people stay safe, less money spent, smaller

CO2 footprint

Maximize experts’ time utilization

Better visibility into the target being observed

Multiple experts involved leads to faster problem solving

Establish yourself as a leader in post-COVID-19 world





View critical process parameters in real-time

Receive alerts and notifications instantly

Does not obstruct your view while working



Higher productivity: workers always up-to-date

Less mistakes: glasses guide users in problem solving

Less downtime: proactive problem-solving





Smartwatch solution for use cases where data does 
not need to be shown in front of eyes continuously

Receive alerts and notifications instantly; watch 
vibrates to notify user

Shares configuration settings with SmartAlert





Step-by-step work instructions for field ops and QA

Enrich instructions with history data and videos

Have a video call with remote experts when needed

Capture images&videos to be included in reports



Each maintenance step is guided and done properly

No step gets missed by mistake

Junior workers become productive faster

No data lost; results saved automatically in backend





Flexible and cost-efficient AR user interface

Control local and remote machines

Render data from sensors and IoT platforms



UI always close to you: less walking around needed

Faster operations: UI only shows inputs relevant to you

Lower TCO: does not wear out, no need for service

Secure and private: unauthorized use not possible



Augumenta Studio



Augumenta Studio

A tool for configuring Augumenta applications

Bind applications with data sources and machines

Deploy final design to glasses with a single click
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An industry-proven SW platform for developing robust AR applications



Case: IDEX Corp



Case: Siemens Digital Factory



Realwear HMT-1
Robust design
ATEX certified

Vuzix M400
Integrates with helmets,

safety glasses etc.

Google Glass EE 2
Lightweight and comfortable

Waterproof

Epson MOVERIO BT-350
Affordable binocular design

Microsoft Hololens 2
Senses the world

around you (SLAM)

Lenovo ThinkReality A6
High performance
in a rugged design

Smartglass Devices We Recommend



Cost-efficient and fast to deploy: start measuring ROI

Device agnostic: deploy on any smartglass

Augumenta Value Add

Easy-to-use: intuitive user interaction

Higher worker efficiency; less human mistakes



augumenta.com

info@augumenta.com

@augumenta

linkedin.com/company/augumenta

facebook.com/augumentainc

Thank You!


